Artificial intelligence-enabled adaptive learning systems (AI-ALS) have been increasingly utilized in education. Schools are usually afforded the freedom to deploy the AI-ALS that they prefer. However, even before artificial intelligence autonomously develops into artificial superintelligence in the future, it would be remiss to entirely leave the students to the AI-ALS without any independent oversight of the potential issues. For example, if the students score well in formative assessments within the AI-ALS but subsequently perform badly in paper-based post-tests, or if the relentless algorithm of a particular AI-ALS is suspected of causing undue stress for the students, they should be addressed by educational stakeholders. Policy makers and educational stakeholders should collaborate to analyze the data from multiple AI-ALS deployed in different schools to achieve strategic oversight. The current paper provides exemplars to illustrate how this future-ready strategic oversight could be implemented using an artificial intelligence-based Bayesian network software to analyze the data from five dissimilar AI-ALS, each deployed in a different school. Besides using descriptive analytics to reveal potential issues experienced by students within each AI-ALS, this human-centric AI-empowered approach also enables explainable predictive analytics of the students' learning outcomes in paper-based summative assessments after training is completed in each AI-ALS.
Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) [1] refers to the ability of human-made systems to mimic rudimentary human thought. The term "artificial superintelligence" [2] goes beyond this primary ability of AI; it refers to the capability of human-made systems that can surpass humans. For example, they might even be able to rapidly discover hidden motifs or patterns in the data and then make predictions, while humans might find it very challenging to apperceive these hidden patterns within the mind, or perform similar feats at the speeds and performance levels that these systems can. To be clear, it could be argued that an AI system does not care about the need to prove to humans that it has achieved human-like consciousness (also referred to as the state of "singularity" or "artificial general intelligence") in order to be validated, certified, or given the stamp of approval by humans, so that it can properly be accorded a definitional label of its level of AI. There would probably be no notifications from AI systems the day they autonomously become self-aware, regardless of whether humans like it or not.
Research Problem and Initial Hypothetical Conjecture

Research Problem
In reality, the Department of Education of a city or a state or a country might choose not to implement a policy that compels all of the schools to use one single AI-ALS that is provided by one vendor. Presumably, the schools would also rather have the freedom to choose the AI-ALS that they prefer to deploy for their students. However, it would be remiss if the students were entirely left to the AI-ALS. For example, if the students do very well in the formative assessment tests in the AI-ALS, but perform badly in the paper-based post-test, or if the relentless testing-checking-remediating-testing algorithm of a particular AI-ALS is suspected to be causing too much stress for the students, it would be of concern to educational stakeholders. Currently, the AI-ALS products available in the educational industry have the ability to autonomously strive to make the student achieve mastery of the topics that they are required to learn. However, they are not yet fully equipped (e.g., with sensors or by other means) to take noncognitive factors (e.g., ability to manage stress, psychological well-being, motivation, level of engagement, etc.) of the students into consideration [18] . This is where a human-in-the-loop approach that is proffered by the current paper would play a vital role in bridging the gaps. It can be used to inform educational stakeholders in areas where the developers of the AI-ALS might have overlooked.
Coordination efforts between the educational stakeholders, such as policy makers, school leaders, and teachers, to assess the risks and safeguard the safety of students who are using the AI-ALS (in terms of noncognitive factors [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , such as, for example, the psychological well-being, or emotional intelligence to manage stress) are, undeniably, of paramount importance. Researchers, such as Manheim [24] , Perry and Uuk [25] , Turchin, Denkenberger, and Green [26] , Umbrello [27] , Watson [28] , and by Ziesche and Yampolskiy [29] , have made efforts to analyze the issues, values, and benefits of strategies and coordination in artificial superintelligence. Yet, in the field of education, there is still a dearth in the extant literature regarding the area of coordination and safety in artificial superintelligence [30] . From the perspective of education policy makers, it would be interesting to help to coordinate the analysis of data from multiple AI-ALS deployed in different schools, so they would be able to "see the big picture" and assess the potential issues to know whether each AI-ALS in the respective school is helping (or not helping) the students, and take further steps to address problems if necessary. Human teachers would be able to address the gaps in the students' learning process where the AI-ALS could not, and help to alleviate stressful situations for the students if they are uncomfortable using the AI-ALS.
In the field of education, the question "would it be possible to predict the conditions during the use of an educational intervention (e.g., an AI system) to enhance optimal student performance in the paper-based summative assessments?" might intrigue educational stakeholders, such as policy makers, parents, students, and educational researchers [31, 32] . However, to the authors' knowledge, it is beyond the scope of consideration by the developers of the AI-ALS to predict how the students' scores within the AI-ALS could influence their learning outcomes in a summative assessment (e.g., a paper-based standardized test that all the students are required to take in the school) after their training has been completed in the AI-ALS. To achieve this predictive capability, it is imperative for the pedagogical "motif" or "timbre" or "disposition" of the AI-ALS to be known, as each of them would interact with students in different ways. Although educational stakeholders need to examine the pedagogical characteristics of the AI-ALS, the vendors of the systems would understandably be reticent about divulging the exact algorithm to the customers, as they are closely-held trade secrets. Instead of believing all of the information provided by the vendors who are inclined to assure that everything will be excellent, it would be prudent for educational stakeholders to independently investigate the pedagogical characteristics that underlie these AI-ALS. Frameworks have been created by researchers for the evaluation of ALS [33] . Nevertheless, those laudable techniques were often formally presented as mathematical equations, which could prove to be difficult for educational stakeholders who might not have the necessary computer programming human resources or enough time to implement them. There remains a need for a more intuitive and practical way for educational stakeholders-rather than computer scientists-to apply human-in-the-loop AI-Thinking [34, 35] and quickly achieve a strategic oversight of the multiple AI-ALS, which is crucial for informing educational policy and advancing pedagogical practice.
Initial Hypothetical Conjecture
The initial hypothetical conjecture assumes that the developers of an AI-ALS might have designed it to push the higher-performing students a little harder, and conversely, to go easy on the relatively lower-performing students. Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to imagine that a student who had performed poorly in the AI-ALS might have experienced having his or her weaknesses being educed (drawn out) by the system. Subsequently, after a personal reflection of those problems via vicarious trial and error (VTE) [36] , the student could become cognizant of those weaknesses and could avoid similar predicaments during problem-solving in the paper-based post-test. Conversely, a student who had performed well in the AI-ALS might not have experienced having his or her weaknesses educed, and hence might lack the personal reflections or the VTE to learn from those experiences. Consequently, he or she might perform poorly in the post-test. The approach being proffered in the current paper would purely characterize its informational pattern (its motif), regardless of whether a student scored high or low within the AI-ALS. In other words, it does not affect the calculation of the "gains" that are attributed to the prowess of the AI-ALS, as it will not simply be a subtraction of the results of the paper-based post-test from the paper-based pre-test.
Nevertheless, it would be contrived to only measure the "gains" in terms of cognitive dimensions while using the pre-test and post-test, as there might be noncognitive benefits for the students too. Hence, a survey that could be used to understand more about the noncognitive aspects of their learning experiences could also be administered to the students upon the completion of their learning process in the AI-ALS. Some of the possible noncognitive instruments that could be utilized by educational stakeholders include those that are offered by researchers such as Al-Mutawah and Fateel [37] , Chamberlin, Moore, and Parks [38] , Egalite, Mills, and Greene [39] , Lipnevich, MacCann, and Roberts [40] , and Mantzicopoulos, Patrick, Strati, and Watson [41] .
Potential Issues that Education Researchers Might Encounter
When a school decides to let a class of students use an AI-ALS to assist the teachers, it might not occur to the school leaders or teachers to make any arrangements for the formation of a control group. Understandably, the school may have concerns that parents might be unwilling to give permission for their children to participate in a control group, merely to form a baseline group for comparison with the treatment group, with no assistive benefits from any educational technology. Moreover, it will not be easy to perform direct comparisons between the treatment and control group even if a control group could be formed by the school, as the teaching experiences and skills of the teachers between the control and the treatment group might be unevenly matched. Further, it might not be surprising if some students from the treatment group or control group have the advantage of receiving extra help from tuition lessons outside of school. In effect, the myriad potential confounding factors would be difficult to account for, if fair comparisons must be performed between the treatment group that attended lessons where the teacher had been assisted by the AI-ALS to learn mathematics, and the control group that attended lessons where the teacher had not been assisted by the AI-ALS. Last but not least, a major problem that is faced by analysts who are considering the use of null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) frequentist approaches is that there might not be results that yield any meaningful statistical significant difference, due to the low number of participants in real-world situations (e.g., 20 students per class in each school) and the corresponding non-parametric data distributions [42] .
Practical examples will be provided in the current paper to overcome these constraints. They will be used to illustrate how strategic oversight could be implemented using an artificial intelligence-based analytical tool by educational stakeholders to analyze data from five dissimilar AI-ALS deployed in small-scale pilot studies, each in a different school, and how conditions in those different AI-ALS could be used for predictive optimizations of educational outcomes in the paper-based summative assessments.
Methods
Rationale for Using the Bayesian Approach for Human-Centric Probabilistic Reasoning
Bayesian approaches for analyzing statistical data [43] have gained traction in behavioral science research in recent years [44] . The Bayesian network (BN) [45] [46] [47] approach is suitable for analyzing non-parametric data from a small number of participants, because it does not require the underlying variables of a model to assume or have a normal parametric distribution [42, 48, 49] . The Bayesian paradigm enables researchers to perform hypothesis testing by including prior knowledge into the analyses. Due to this capability, it becomes unnecessary to repeatedly perform multiple rounds of null hypothesis testing [50] [51] [52] when using Bayesian data analytical techniques.
Researchers in education, such as Kaplan [53] , Levy [54] , Mathys [55] , and Muthén and Asparouhov [56] , have employed the Bayesian approach to model the behavior of pedagogical systems operating under conditions with uncertainties, as the information about entropy in these systems could be harnessed to understand more about the factors that contribute (either positively or not) to their robustness and resiliency [57] . In educational technology, Bekele and McPherson [58] and Millán, Agosta, and Cruz [59] have also utilized the Bayesian approach, because it enables them to measure information gain, as depicted in Claude Shannon's Information Theory [60] , which could be likened to the notion of learning by the students.
The primary advantage of BN is that its strong probabilistic theory empowers users to gain an intuitive understanding of the processes involved. It also enables predictive reasoning because, given observations of evidence, questions can be posed to find the posterior probability of any variable or set of variables. However, the current paper does not purport to perform comparisons between the use of BN and other AI-based techniques, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), as that has already been well-documented by Correa, Bielza, and Pamies-Teixeira [61] . They observe that BN can illustrate the relationships that exist between the nodes in a model to provide more information than an ANN, which has been likened to a black box.
The Bayesian Theorem
A succinct introduction to the Bayesian theorem and BN will be presented here. However, readers who are interested to learn more about BN are encouraged to peruse the works of Cowell, Dawid, Lauritzen, and Spiegelhalter [62] ; Jensen [63] ; and, Korb & Nicholson [64] .
The mathematical theorem (see Equation (1)) for human-centric probabilistic reasoning was developed by the mathematician and theologian, Reverend Thomas Bayes, but he passed away and the notes were left unpublished in his drawer. They were later found and published posthumously by his friend Richard Price in 1763 [43] .
According to Equation (1), H represents a hypothesis and E represents a piece of evidence. P(H|E) is referred to as the conditional probability of the hypothesis H, which means the likelihood of H occurring given the condition that the evidence E is true. It is also referred to as the posterior probability, which means the probability of the hypothesis H being true after calculating how the evidence E influences the verity of the hypothesis H. P(H) and P(E) represent the probabilities of the likelihood of the hypothesis H being true, and of the likelihood of the evidence E being true, independent of each other, and it is referred to as the prior or marginal probability-P(H) and P(E), respectively. P(E|H) represents the conditional probability of the evidence E, that is, the likelihood of E being true, given the condition that the hypothesis H is true. Hence, the quotient P(E|H)/P(E) represents the support that the evidence E provides for the hypothesis H.
The Research Model
The primary goal of the current paper is to offer one out of myriad possible ways that analytical collaboration between educational stakeholders could be performed for evaluation of potential issues by simulating how much (or how little) the learning of mathematics can be improved for the students in five different schools, which used five dissimilar AI-ALS that were provided by five vendors. The probabilistic reasoning techniques used are based on BN. Within the BN, the concept of the Markov Blanket [65] , in conjunction with Response Surface Methodology (RSM) [66] [67] [68] [69] , are utilized, as they are proven techniques for examining the optimization of the relations between the variables of theoretical constructs, even if they are not physically related.
The Bayesian approach has been chosen, because it is a methodology that has been used for modeling the performances and knowledge of students; in particular, by the developers of adaptive learning software applications, such as Collins, Greer, and Huang [70] ; Conati, Gertner, VanLehn, and Druzdze [71] ; Jameson [72] ; and, VanLehn, Niu, Siler, and Gertner [73] . However, these published works were focused on the vantage points of the developers who were describing the advantages of their respective products.
In contrast, it would be quite difficult for end-users of any AI-ALS to understand more about the inner workings of the proprietary algorithms that power the interactions with the students. The current paper proffers an approach that enables educational stakeholders to use descriptive analytics as well as predictive simulations to analyze the data that could be procured from the learners' performance reports in the server of an AI-ALS. This allows for analyses which could include comparisons and evaluations of multiple AI-ALS. The intention is to inform the educational stakeholders in each respective school, so that their teachers can remediate and bridge the gaps for the students, in whichever topics that the AI-ALS could not do so.
In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, the detailed BN model of the students' knowledge will be presented. It can inform educational stakeholders about the specific mathematics topics that the students are ready to learn, and the topics that they have already passed. Due to the coordination efforts between educational stakeholders in the five schools, they may use the vital information depicted by the relations between the nodes/variables in the BN to provide remediation for the students who are struggling in their studies. Hence, they could achieve better learning outcomes and decrease the probability of the potential risks that usage of an AI-ALS might entail (e.g., the students experiencing undue stress).
The BN model in the current paper is machine-learned from data procured from the scores of a paper-based pre-test, the learning progress scores while the students were using the AI-ALS, the Likert-scale scores from a survey, as well as the scores from a paper-based post-test. The current paper analyzes the relations using the generated BN. The theoretical constructs within the BN include the paper-based pre-test, the mediator (which is the AI-ALS), the paper-based post-test, and the noncognitive constructs (e.g., motivation, engagement, interest, self-regulation, etc.) in the survey. When researchers and educational stakeholders evaluate an AI-ALS, an understanding of these relations is essential for determining whether the interventions would be beneficial to the students. Therefore, the current paper proposes a practical Bayesian approach to demonstrate how educational stakeholders-rather than computer scientists-could analyze data from a small number of students. In order to explore the pedagogical motif of the AI-ALS, the following two types of analytics will be subsequently presented in Sections 4 and 5:
Descriptive analytics of "what has already happened?" in Section 4:
Purpose: to use descriptive analytics to discover the pedagogical motifs of the five AI-ALS deployed in five different schools. For descriptive analytics, BN modeling in Section 4.7 will first utilize the parameter estimation algorithm to automatically detect the data distribution of each column in the dataset. Further descriptive statistical techniques that will be employed to understand more about the current baseline conditions of the students include quadrant analysis, curves analysis, and Pearson correlation analysis.
"What-if?" predictive analytics in Section 5:
Purpose: to use predictive analytics to perform in-silico experiments with fully controllable parameters from the pre-test to the mediating intervention to the post-test for prediction of future outcomes. Instead of just simply measuring gains by subtracting the students' post-test scores from the pre-test scores, a probabilistic Bayesian approach will be used to simulate counterfactual scenarios to better inform educators and policy makers about the pedagogical characteristics of the five AI-ALS that are being deployed in five different schools. For predictive analytics, counterfactual simulations in Section 5 will be employed to explore the pedagogical motif of the AI-ALS. In Section 6, the predictive performance of the BN model will be evaluated using tools that include the gains curve, the lift curve, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, as well as by statistical bootstrapping of the data inside each column of the dataset (which is also the data distribution in each node of the BN model) by 100,000 times to generate a larger dataset to measure its precision, reliability, Gini index, lift index, calibration index, the binary log-loss, the correlation coefficient R, the coefficient of determination R2, root mean square error (RSME), and normalized root mean square error (NRSME).
Descriptive Analytics of "What has Already Happened?"
In this section, the procedures that were carried out in descriptive analytics to make sense of "what has already happened?" in the collected dataset will be presented. The dataset comprising 100 students (20 students from each school, from five different schools, all of whom were about 13-14 years old) who had used the AI-ALS, was imported into Bayesialab to deliberately illustrate the capabilities of BN in handling nonparametric statistical data from a small number of participants [74] . The purpose is to discover the informational "pedagogical motif" of the learning intervention generated by each AI-ALS. In the context of this study, the notion of "pedagogical motif" is conceptually defined as the pattern, timbre, disposition, and the unique characteristics with which each AI-ALS pedagogically interacts with the students.
The Dataset Procured from the Reports Generated by AI-ALS
The zip file containing the following datasets can be downloaded from https://doi.org/10.6084/m9. figshare.8206976.
The file "data_five_classes_AI_ALS.csv" contains the combined data of the five datasets from five different groups of students in different schools. For the convenience of the reader who may wish to import the data files from each group of students in each of the respective school into Bayesialab when prompted to do so in this paper, these files "data_ai_als_class_1.csv", "data_ai_als_class_2.csv", "data_ai_als_class_3.csv", "data_ai_als_class_4.csv", and "data_ai_als_class_5.csv" are also separately available in the zip file. The codebook describing the data, "ai-als-data_codebook.txt" is also included.
Codebook of the Dataset
The dataset could be procured from the reports that were generated by the server of each AI-ALS. Even though the variables from different datasets of the various AI-ALS would presumably be dissimilar, they could be aggregated to a form that is based on the mathematics topics and sub-topics (see Table A1 in Appendix A) that the students are required to learn in their curriculum. Each column in the dataset is presented as a node in the BN. It can be assumed that higher values in the data of both "math_topic_passed" (appended with the letter "P") and "math_topic_ready_for_learning" (appended with the letters "RL") are considered to be indicators of better performance, and vice-versa.
Software Used: Bayesialab
The software which will be utilized is Bayesialab [75] . A suggested pre-requisite activity for the reader is to peruse the free user-guide from http://www.bayesia.com/book/ before proceeding with the exemplars illustrated in the following sections, as it documents the tools and functionalities of the Bayesialab software.
Pre-Processing: Checking for Missing Values or Errors in the Data
It would be prudent to check the data (using the file "data_five_classes_AI_ALS.csv") for any anomalies or missing values before using Bayesialab to construct the BN. In the dataset used in this study, there were no anomalies or missing values. However, should other analysts encounter missing values in their datasets, they could use Bayesialab to predict and fill in those missing values, rather than discarding the row of data with a missing value. Bayesialab would be able to perform this by machine-learning the overall structural characteristics of that entire dataset being studied, before producing the predicted values. Bayesialab uses the Structural Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms and Dynamic Imputation algorithms to calculate any missing values [76] .
Overview of the BN Model
BN, which is also referred to as Belief Networks, Causal Probabilistic Networks, and Probabilistic Influence Diagrams are graphical models, which consist of nodes (variables) and arcs or arrows. Each node contains the data distribution of the respective variable. The arcs or arrows between the nodes represent the probabilities of the correlations between the variables [77] .
Using BN, it becomes possible to use descriptive analytics to analyze the relations between the nodes (variables) and the manner in which initial probabilities, such as the number of hours spent in the AI-ALS and/or topics passed/ready to learn, and/or noncognitive factors, might influence the probabilities of future outcomes, such as the predicted learning performance of the students in the paper-based post-test.
Further, BN can also be used to perform counterfactual speculations regarding the initial states of the data distribution in the nodes (variables), given the final outcome. In the context of the current paper, exemplars will be presented in the predictive analytics segment (in Section 5) to illustrate how counterfactual simulations can be implemented while using BN. For example, we can simulate these hypothetical scenarios in the BN if we wish to find out the conditions of the initial states in the nodes (variables) that would lead to high probability of attaining high-level scores in the post-test, or if we wish to find out how to prevent students from attaining low scores or failing in the paper-based post-test.
The relation between each pair of connected nodes (variables) is determined by their respective Conditional Probability Table ( CPT), which represents the probabilities of correlations between the data distributions of the parent node and the child node [78] . In the current paper, the values in the CPT are automatically machine-learned by Bayesialab, according to the data distribution of each column/variable/node in the dataset. Nevertheless, it is possible, but optional, for the user to manually enter the probability values into the CPT, if the human user wishes to override the machine learning software. In Bayesialab, the CPT of any node can be seen by double-clicking on it.
The BN model can be used to depict the data distribution of the students' score clusters (see Figure 1 ) in the AI-ALS in terms of the mathematics topics which include Arithmetic Readiness, Real Numbers, Linear Equations, Linear Inequalities, Functions and Lines, Exponents and Exponential Functions, Polynomials and Factoring, as well as Quadratic Functions and Equations. These score clusters were generated via machine-learning by the Bayesialab software. By generating this model from the data that contained varying levels of performance of the students (even if it was just 20 students from each school, with a total of 100 students from five schools), we could obtain a "pedagogical motif" of each AI-ALS, which meant that we could then perform simulations in each computational model to study how it could behave under certain conditions. This will be elaborated and presented later in Section 5.
Detailed Descriptions of the BN in the Current Paper
Nodes (both the blue round dots, as well as the round cornered rectangles showing the data distribution histograms) represent the variables of interest, for example, the score of a particular mathematics topic (connected to nodes with scores from their corresponding sub-topics), the number of hours that are spent by a student in the AI-ALS, the percentage of mathematics topics which a student had passed in the AI-ALS, or the rating of a particular noncognitive factor (e.g., motivation of a student). Such nodes can correspond to symbolic/categorical variables, numerical variables with discrete values, or discretized continuous variables. We exclusively discuss BN with discrete nodes in the current paper even though BN can handle continuous variables, as it is more relevant in helping educational stakeholders categorize students into high, mid, and low achievement groups, so that teachers can utilize differentiated methods to better address the students' learning needs.
Directed links (the arrows) could represent informational (statistical) or causal dependencies among the variables. The directions are used to define kinship relations, i.e., parent-child relationships. For example, X is the parent node of Y, and Y is the child node in a Bayesian network with a link from X to Y. In the current paper, it is important to note that the Bayesian network presented is the machine-learned result of probabilistic structural equation modeling (PSEM); the arrows represent the probabilistic structural relationships between the parent node and the child nodes. The first letter of the name of each node/data entity is presented in the upper case for better readability.
In the BN model used in the current paper (see Figure 1 ), the node representing the Pre-test results (from a paper-based math test) is connected to the "mediator" node representing the pedagogical motif of the AI-ALS, and subsequently the "mediator" node that represents the pedagogical motif of the AI-ALS is also connected to the node that represents the Post-test results (from another paper-based math test). This enables the probabilities of the AI-ALS as a mediator of the students' performance to be calculated, and subsequently it will be possible to simulate hypothetical scenarios (to be presented later in Section 5). 
Descriptive Statistical Analysis of the Dataset
From the combined dataset of all the 100 students' performance who had used the five different AI-ALS (using the file "data_five_classes_AI_ALS.csv"), the following score-clusters machine-learned by Bayesialab were observed (see Figure 2 ):
Simplified aggregated view of the Bayesian network previously shown in Figure 1 , presenting only the superordinate factor nodes with their machine-learned score-clusters, depicting the overall performance levels of all 100 students who had used the five dissimilar AI-ALS from five different vendors.
In the paper-based Pre-test before the students used the AI-ALS, 42% of the students scored at the Low-level, 41% scored at the Mid-level, and 17% scored at the High-level. In the paper-based Post-test after the students had gone through the training within the AI-ALS, 31% scored at the Low-level, 47% scored at the Mid-level, and 22% scored at the High-level. Overall, in terms of conventional gains, there was an improvement of 11% of the students who had scored at the Low-level (a decrease from 42% in the Pre-test to 31% in the Post-test); there was an improvement of 6% in the students who had scored at the Mid-level (an increase from 41% in the Pre-test to 47% in the Post-test); and, there was an improvement of 5% in the students who had scored at the High-level (an increase from 17% in the Pre-test to 22% in the Post-test).
In the aggregated Noncognitive factor, 26% of the students were at the so-called Low-level, 43% were at the Mid-level, and 31% were at the High-level.
Within the AI-ALS, in the topic of Real Numbers, 28% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=43.4% of the total marks for Real Numbers), 45% scored at the Mid-level (>43.4 and <=57.2), and 27% scored at the High-level (>57.2).
In the topic of Linear Inequalities, 33% scored at the Low-level (<=33.7), 35% scored at the Mid-level (>33.7 and <=66.1), and 32% scored at the High-level (>66.1).
In the topic of Polynomials and Factoring, 14% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=37.5), 47% scored at the Mid-level (>37.5 and <=54.4), and 39% scored at the High-level (>54.4).
In the topic of Linear Equations, 41% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=45.467), 42% scored at the Mid-level (>45.467 and <=61.833), and 17% scored at the High-level (>61.833).
In the topic of Functions and Lines, 18% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=34.2), 41% scored at the Mid-level (>34.2 and <=56.5), and 41% scored at the High-level (>56.6).
In the topic of Exponents and Exponential Functions, 37% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=44.3), 47% scored at the Mid-level (>44.3 and <=69.6), and 16% scored at the High-level (>69.6).
In the topic of Arithmetic Readiness, 12% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=41.133), 55% scored at the Mid-level (>41.133 and <=53.367), and 33% scored at the High-level (>53.367).
In the topic of Quadratic Functions and Equations, 23% of the students scored at the Low-level (<=29.3), 41% scored at the Mid-level (>29.3 and <=57.4), and 36% scored at the High-level (>53.4).
Regarding the average number of hours spent by each student in the AI-ALS, 24% of the students were at the Low-level (<=3.367 h), 34% of the students were at the Mid-level (>3.367 and <=6.633 h), and 42% were at the High-level (>6.633 h).
In the percentage of the total number of topics that were mastered by the students in the AI-ALS, 31% of the students were at the Low-level (<=33.3%), 40% were at the Mid-level (>33.3% and <=67.7%), and 29% were at the High-level (>67.7%).
Descriptive Analytics: Profile Analysis of Each AI-ALS
A strategic overview of how the students performed (see Figure 4 is an alternative presentation of the profiles presenting the performance of the five groups of students in different schools, each of which had used a different AI-ALS. 
Descriptive Analytics: Quadrant Analysis
Comparison of Total Effects of the five different AI-ALS on the paper-based Post-test can be performed while using quadrant analysis. This tool can be activated in Bayesialab via these steps: Bayesialab (validation mode) > Analysis > Report > Target > Total Effects on Target > Quadrants.
It would be contrived to measure the correlation between the scores achieved by the students in their respective AI-ALS against their scores in the hardcopy paper-based post-test, because some students could have scored poorly in the AI-ALS as their poor understanding of certain math concepts might have been "surfaced" by the systems, but subsequently, they might have scored well in the paper-based post-test. Conversely, some students might have scored high in the AI-ALS because the questions were easy, but they might have scored low in the paper-based post-test. Hence, it absolutely does not mean that an AI-ALS would be ranked higher in the quadrant analysis chart if the students' scores within the AI-ALS are higher.
Each chart of the quadrant analysis generated by Bayesialab (see Figures 5 and 6) is divided into four quadrants. The variables' means (of each mathematics topic) are represented along the x-axis. The mean of the standardized total effect on the target (the paper-based post-test) is represented along the y-axis. Quadrant analysis example 1 (see Figure 5 ) utilized the file "data_five_classes_AI_ALS.csv". As a suggestion, the quadrants could be interpreted, as follows:
Top Right Quadrant (high volume, high impact on target node): This group contains the important variables with greater total effect on the target than the mean value. These AI-ALS are effective in contributing to the success of the students in the paper-based post-test. The AI-ALS supplied by Vendor 1, Vendor 2, Vendor 4, and Vendor 5 are in this category.
Top Left Quadrant (low volume, high impact on target node): Any AI-ALS in this category might be beneficial to the high-performing students, but not so beneficial to the mid-or low-performing students. There is no AI-ALS from any vendor in this quadrant.
Bottom Right Quadrant (high volume, low impact on target node): The AI-ALS from Vendor 3 is in this category, so educational stakeholders should consider conducting further investigation to find out why this AI-ALS could not contribute to beneficial results in the paper-based post-test for the students.
Bottom Left Quadrant (low volume, low impact on target node): Any AI-ALS in this category has relatively lower impact on the target node (the paper-based post-test). There is no AI-ALS from any vendor in this quadrant. Quadrant analysis example 2 (see Figure 6 ) utilized the file "data_five_classes_AI_ALS.csv". As a suggestion, the quadrants could be interpreted, as follows:
Top Right Quadrant (high volume, high impact on target node): This quadrant contains the AI-ALS with greater total effect on the target than the mean value. Only the AI-ALS from Vendor 2 is in this quadrant. These noncognitive factors associated with this AI-ALS are important to the success of the students in the paper-based post-test, and the educational stakeholders should further explore how the noncognitive factors (e.g., motivation, stress management, psychological well-being, etc.) that are associated with the AI-ALS from Vendor 2 could be beneficial in helping the students to understand and learn the concepts well in these mathematics topics.
Top Left Quadrant (low volume, high impact on target node): Any AI-ALS in this category is associated with the noncognitive factors that might be beneficial for the high-performing students, but might not be so beneficial to the mid-or low-performing students. The AI-ALS supplied by Vendor 4 and Vendor 5 are in this quadrant.
Bottom Right Quadrant (high volume, low impact on target node):
There is no AI-ALS from any vendor in this quadrant. If there is any AI-ALS in this category, educational stakeholders should consider conducting further investigation to find out why the noncognitive factors associated with this AI-ALS could not contribute to beneficial results in the paper-based post-test for the students.
Bottom Left Quadrant (low volume, low impact on target node): Any AI-ALS in this category has noncognitive factors that have relatively lower impact on the target node (the paper-based post-test). The AI-ALS from Vendor 1 and Vendor 3 are in this quadrant. Figure 6 . Comparison of Total Effects of the data in the Noncognitive node on the Post-test node, which was machine-learned from the data of the five different groups of students who had used five dissimilar AI-ALS.
Descriptive Analytics: Comparative Analysis of the Five AI-ALS
In this section, the performance results of the five classes of students who had used five dissimilar AI-ALS in five different schools will be presented.
Comparison between the AI-ALS from Vendor 1 and the Combined Average of the Five AI-ALS:
Using the file "data_ai_als_class_1.csv" via the Data Association tool in Bayesialab, the following score-clusters machine-learned by Bayesialab were observed from the dataset depicting the performances of the 20 students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 1 (see Figure 7 ): In the paper-based Pre-test before the students used the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, 25.04% had scored at the Low-level (as compared to the combined average of 42% of the students who had scored at the Low-level), 54.89% had scored at the Mid-level (when compared to the combined average of 41% who had scored at the Mid-level), and 20.07% had scored at the High-level (as compared to the combined average of 17% scored at the High-level).
In the paper-based Post-test after the students had gone through the training within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, 34.99% had scored at the Low-level (as compared to the combined average of 31% who had scored at the Low-level), 39.97% had scored at the Mid-level (when compared to the combined average of 47% who had scored at the Mid-level), and 25.04% had scored at the High-level (as compared to the combined average of 22% who had scored at the High-level). Overall, in terms of conventional gains by comparing the Pre-test vis-à-vis the Post-test, there was an unfavorable higher difference of 9.95% of the students who scored at the Low-level (from 25.04% in the Pre-test to 34.99% in the Post-test); there was a decline of 14.92% in the students who scored at the Mid-level (an decrease from 54.89% in the Pre-test to 39.97% in the Post-test); however, there was a favorable higher difference of 4.97% in the students who scored at the High-level (from 20.07% in the Pre-test to 25.04% in the Post-test).
In the aggregated Noncognitive factor, 49.92% of the students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 1 were at the so-called Low-level (a higher difference of 23.92% as compared to the combined average of 26% of the students who were at the Low-level), 30.02% were at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 12.98% as compared to the combined average of 43% of students who were at the Mid-level), and 20.07% were at the High-level (a lower difference of 10.93% when compared to the combined average of 31% of student who were at the High-level).
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Real Numbers, 44.94% of the students scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 16.94% as compared to the combined average of 28% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 34.99% of the students scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 10.01% as compared to the combined average of 45% of the students who scored at the Mid-level, and 20.07% of the students scored at the High-level (a lower difference of 6.93% compared to the combined average of 27% of the students who scored at the High-level.
In the topic of Linear Inequalities, 34.99% of the students scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 1.99% compared to the combined average of 33% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 39.97% of the students scored at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 4.97% when compared to the combined average of 35% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 25.04% of the students scored at the High-level (a lower difference of 6.96% as compared to the combined average of 32% of the students who scored at the High-level.
In the topic of Polynomials and Factoring, 49.92% of the students scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 35.92% when compared to the combined average of 14% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 34.99% scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 12.01% as compared to the combined average of 47% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 15.09% scored at the High-level (a lower difference of 23.91% when compared to the combined average of 39% of the students who scored at the High-level).
In the topic of Linear Equations, 49.92% scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 8.92% when compared to the combined average of 41% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 34.99% scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 7.01% when compared to the combined average of 42% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 15.09% scored at the High-level (a lower difference of 1.91% when compared to the combined average of 17% scored at the High-level).
In the topic of Functions and Lines, 10.12% scored at the Low-level (a lower difference of 7.88% compared to the combined average of 18% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 34.99% scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 6.01% as compared to the combined average of 41% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 54.89% who scored at the High-level (a higher difference of 13.89% as compared to the combined average of 41% of the students who scored at the High-level).
In the topic of Exponents and Exponential Functions, 20.07% scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 16.93% when compared to the combined average of 37% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 39.97% scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 7.03% as compared to the combined average of 47% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 39.97% scored at the High-level (a higher difference of 23.97% when compared to the combined average of 16% of the students who scored at the High-level).
In the topic of Arithmetic Readiness, 15.09% scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 3.09% compared to the combined average of 12% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 34.99% scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 20.01% compared to the combined average of 55% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 49.92% scored at the High-level (a higher difference of 16.92% s compared to the combined average of 33% scored at the High-level).
Regarding the topic of Quadratic Functions and Equations, 39.97% of the students scored at the Low-level (a higher difference of 16.97% as compared to the combined average of 23% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 25.04% scored at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 15.96% compared to the combined average of 41% scored at the Mid-level), and 34.99% scored at the High-level (a lower difference of 1.01% when compared to the combined average of 36% of the students who scored at the High-level).
Within the AI-ALS by Vendor 1, in the average number of hours spent by each student, 30.02% of the students were at the Low-level (a higher difference of 6.02% compared to the combined average of 24% of the students were at the Low-level), 25.04% were at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 8.96% as compared to the combined average of 34% of the students who were at the Mid-level), and 44.94% were at the High-level (a higher difference of 2.94% when compared to the combined average of 42% who were at the High-level).
In the percentage of the total number of topics that were mastered by the students in the AI-ALS by Vendor 1, 30.02% of the students were at the Low-level (a slightly lower difference of 0.98% compared to the combined average of 31% of the students who were at the Low-level), 44.94% were at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 4.94% compared to the combined average of 40% who were at the Mid-level), and 25.04% were at the High-level (a lower difference of 3.96% when compared to the combined average of 29% who were at the High-level).
Visualization of the Performance of the Students Who had Used Vendor 2 s AI-ALS:
Using the file "data_ai_als_class_2.csv" via the Data Association tool in Bayesialab, the following score-clusters machine-learned by Bayesialab were observed from the dataset depicting the performances of the 20 students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 2 (see Figure 8 ): 
Visualization of the Performance of the Students Who Had Used Vendor 3 s AI-ALS:
Using the file "data_ai_als_class_3.csv" via the Data Association tool in Bayesialab, the following score-clusters machine-learned by Bayesialab were observed from the dataset depicting the performances of the 20 students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, (see Figure 9 ): 
Visualization of the Performance of the Students Who Had Used Vendor 4 s AI-ALS:
Using the file "data_ai_als_class_4.csv" via the Data Association tool in Bayesialab, the following score-clusters machine-learned by Bayesialab were observed from the dataset depicting the performances of the 20 students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 4, (see Figure 10 ): Visualization of the Performance of the Students Who had Used Vendor 5 s AI-ALS:
Using the file "data_ai_als_class_5.csv" via the Data Association tool in Bayesialab, the following score-clusters machine-learned by Bayesialab were observed from the dataset depicting the performances of the 20 students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 5 (see Figure 11 ): Posterior Probability of the Post-test can be performed on the data from each school, while using tornado diagrams (see Figure 12 ). Sensitivity analysis can be activated in Bayesialab via these steps: Bayesialab (validation mode) > Analysis > Visual > Sensitivity > Tornado diagrams on Total Effects.
Each blue tornado chart of the total effects presents the performance (in the learning progress) of the students in each mathematics topic within the AI-ALS, in terms of the posterior probability of achieving high-level scores in the paper-based post-test. This implies that, in the AI-ALS proved by each vendor, the problem-solving practice that the students had in certain mathematics topics might have contributed to the high scores that were achieved by the students in the paper-based post-test. The longer blue bars represent higher sensitivity, in terms of how changes in the score of each mathematics topic (that is, their learning progress within each AI-ALS) could potentially affect the outcome in the paper-based post-test. Further coordination between the education stakeholders and the vendor of each respective AI-ALS should be carried out to understand how the teachers can focus on providing the students remediation of the more sensitive mathematics topics (represented with longer blue bars), as they seem to be important in affecting the performance of their students who could score high marks in the paper-based post-test.
Each red tornado chart of the total effects presents the performance of the students in each mathematics topic within the AI-ALS, in terms of the posterior probability of achieving low-level scores in the paper-based post-test. This implies that, in the AI-ALS proved by the vendor, the problem-solving practice that the students had in the mathematics topics might have contributed to the high scores that were achieved by the students in the paper-based post-test. The longer red bars represent higher sensitivity, in terms of how changes in the score of each mathematics topic (that is, their learning progress within each AI-ALS) could potentially affect the outcome in the paper-based post-test. Further coordination via discussions between the education stakeholders and each respective vendor of the AI-ALS should be carried out to understand how the teachers can focus on providing the students remediation of the more sensitive mathematics topics (represented with longer red bars), as they seem to be affecting the performance of their students who could only score low marks in the paper-based post-test. 
Descriptive Analytics: Oversight Using Curves Analysis of the AI-ALS from the Five Vendors
Another way to visualize the influence of the students' mastery of the various mathematics topics on their paper-based post-test can be accomplished by using this tool in Baysialab via these steps on the menubar: Bayesialab (validation mode) > Analysis > Visual > Target > Target's Posterior > Curves > Total Effects.
As observed in Figure 13 , the plots of the data reveal that the relationships between the total effects and the various factors on the target node (that is, the paper-based post-test) could be linear or curvilinear. The curvilinear lines suggest that there might be "peaks" or "valleys" in some of the relationships between the input variables (e.g., the number of hours spent using the AI-ALS, or the quality of the noncognitive factors, or the scores achieved by the students within each AI-ALS, or the percentage of mathematics topics mastered within the AI-ALS) and their respective educational outcomes in the paper-based post-test. With these curves analysis charts, further discussions could be initiated amongst the policy makers, technology vendors, teachers, parents, and students to help improve the learning experiences of the students. 
Descriptive Analytics: Pearson Correlation Analysis
Descriptive analytics can also be performed using the Pearson correlation analysis tool in Bayesialab. It can be used for the corroboration of the relationship analyses between the students' learning performances in the AI-ALS and their corresponding performances in the paper-based post-test. The visualizations of the Pearson correlations can be presented, so that it is easier to see the positive correlations highlighted in blue, and the negative correlations faded out in red (see Figure 14 ). This tool can be activated in Bayesialab via these steps on the menubar: Analysis > Visual > Overall > Arc > Pearson Correlation.
One suggestion for interpretation of the negative Pearson correlations could be that the red lines and nodes might represent the regions where the weaknesses of the students were "surfaced" or educed (drawn out) by the AI-ALS. It might not necessarily be an undesirable situation, provided that the teacher could provide remediation to the students so that the gaps that the AI-ALS could not bridge for the students (e.g., if the AI-ALS could not read the students' workings to pin-point where the mathematical calculation mistakes were for the students) were addressed. Figure 14 . Pearson correlations between the students' learning progress of the mathematics topics within the AI-ALS and their corresponding performances in the paper-based post-test.
Descriptive Analytics: Oversight of the Gains in the Different Groups of Students
No gain in performance (scores in the post-test vis-à-vis the pre-test) was observed for the students who had used AI-ALS from Vendor 2, and negative gain (the scores in the post-test were lower than those in the pre-test) was observed for the students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, as observed in Table 1 and Figure 15 . However, it might not be the fault of the AI-ALS that those students underperformed. Further qualitative interviews with the students might reveal the possible reasons for these preliminary observations. Table 1 . Comparisons between scores within the five AI-ALS and the paper-based post-tests.
AI-ALS Vendor AI-ALS Low-Level Score (% of Students)
AI-ALS High-Level Score (% of Students)
Post-Pre Test High-Level Score
Gain (% of Students) There seemed to be no clear pattern of correlation between the difficulty of scoring high-level scores or low-level scores within each AI-ALS and the gains in the high-level scores in the paper-based post-test, contrary to what was initially hypothesized by the researcher in Section 2.2. In other words, making it easy (or even difficult) for the students to score at the high-level might not necessarily result in corresponding high-level gains in the paper-based post-test, probably because of the uniqueness of each AI-ALS and each class of students.
However, although direct comparisons between the five AI-ALS might seem challenging, it would still be possible to predict how the performance of each group of students within their respective AI-ALS could be optimized to achieve high scores in the paper-based post-test. To demonstrate that, "what-if?" predictive analytics would be utilized in the subsequent section.
"What-If?" Predictive Analytics
In this section, the following predictive analytics reports will be presented unabridged, in order to delineate how human-centric reasoning could be applied to interpret the counterfactual results that were generated by the AI-based BN model. For better readability, the first letter of the names of the BN nodes and entities would be presented in the upper case.
Simulation of Hypothetical Scenario for Students Who had Used the AI-ALS from Vendor 1
This section presents a sample performance prediction report that could be shared with the educational stakeholders in School 1, so that they could consider having further discussions with their AI-ALS provider to fine-tune the system, e.g., by adjusting the level of difficulty of the questions that are being offered to their students to better correspond to their learning capabilities.
Hypothetical question: what are the conditions needed in the AI-ALS from Vendor 1 and in the noncognitive parameter if we wish that 100% of the students could score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test?
To predict the conditions that would enable 100% of the students in Class 1, who had used Vendor 1 s AI-ALS to score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test, hard evidence was set on it (by double-clicking on the High-level histogram bar in Bayesialab). The following counterfactually simulated results of score-clusters were observed (see Figure 16 ): Figure 16 . Simulation of counterfactual results for 100% of the students who had used Vendor 1 s AI-ALS to score at the high-level in the post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the aggregated Noncognitive factor, ideally 47.13% of the students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 1 should be at the so-called Low-level (a lower difference of 2.79% when compared to the original 49.92% of the students who were at the Low-level); 32.63% should be at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 2.61% compared to the original 30.02% of students who were at the Mid-level); and 20.64% should be at the High-level (an almost negligible higher difference of 0.57% as compared to the original 20.07% of students who were at the High-level).
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Real Numbers, ideally 44.15% of the students should score at the Low-level (a slightly lower difference of 0.79% compared to the original 44.94% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 35 .47% of the students should score at the Mid-level (a slightly higher difference of 0.48% as compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 20.37% of the students should score at the High-level (a slightly higher difference of 0.3% when compared to the original 20.07% of the students who scored at the High-level. The simulated results for the topic of Real Numbers suggest that Vendor 1 s AI-ALS was already performing close to optimum in terms of contributing the students scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Linear Inequalities, ideally 36.35% of the students should score at the Low-level (a higher difference of 1.36% as compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 40.45% of the students should score at the Mid-level (an almost negligible higher difference of 0.48% when compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 23.20% of the students should score at the High-level (a slightly lower difference of 1.84% as compared to the original 25.04% of the students who scored at the High-level. The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly more difficult for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Polynomials and Factoring, ideally 18.08% of the students should score at the Low-level (a substantially lower difference of 16.91% as compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 44.43% should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 9.44% when compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 37.49% should score at the High-level (a substantially higher difference of 22.40% as compared to the original 15.09% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it easier for students in Class 1 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Linear Equations, ideally 45.11% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 4.81% when compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 39.64% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 4.65% when compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 15.25% should score at the High-level (an almost negligible higher difference of 0.16% when compared to the original 15.09% that scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 1 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Functions and Lines, ideally 10.27% of the students should score at the Low-level (an almost negligible higher difference of 0.15% as compared to the original 10.12% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 33.18% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 1.81% when compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 56.55% should score at the High-level (a higher difference of 1.66% compared to the original 54.89% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 1 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Exponents and Exponential Functions, ideally 18.08% should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 1.99% as compared to the original 20.07% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 44.75% should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 4.78% when compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 37.17% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 2.8% compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly more difficult for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Arithmetic Readiness, ideally 16.26% should score at the Low-level (a slightly higher difference of 1.17% as compared to the original 15.09% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 37.61% should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 2.62% when compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 46.12% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 3.8% compared to the original 49.92% scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly more difficult for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the topic of Quadratic Functions and Equations, ideally 37.15% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 2.82% as compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 24.35% should score at the Mid-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.69% when compared to the original 25.04% who scored at the Mid-level); and, 38.50% should score at the High-level (a higher difference of 3.51% as compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if Vendor 1 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 1 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS by Vendor 1, in the average number of hours spent by each student, ideally 26.03% of the students should be at the Low-level (a lower difference of 3.99% as compared to the original 30.02% of the students who were at the Low-level); 28.54% should be at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 3.5% when compared to the original 25.04% of the students who were at the Mid-level); and 45.43% should be at the High-level (an almost negligible higher difference of 0.49% as compared to the original 44.94% who were at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that more time spent using the AI-ALS might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 1, in the percentage of the total number of topics that were mastered by the students in the AI-ALS by Vendor 1, ideally 28.05% of the students should be at the Low-level (a slightly lower difference of 1.97% as compared to the original 30.02% of the students who were at the Low-level); 48.74% should be at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 3.8% compared to the original 44.94% who were at the Mid-level); and, 23.21% should be at the High-level (a lower difference of 1.83% when compared to the original 25.04% who were at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that Vendor 1 s AI-ALS was effective in providing adaptive learning to the students and was contributing well to their probability of scoring high marks in the paper-based Post-test.
Simulation of Hypothetical Scenario for Students Who had Used the AI-ALS from Vendor 2
This section presents a sample performance prediction report that could be shared with the educational stakeholders in School 2, so that they could consider having further discussions with their AI-ALS provider to fine-tune the system, e.g., by adjusting the level of difficulty of the questions that are being offered to their students to better correspond to their learning capabilities.
Hypothetical question: what are the conditions needed in the AI-ALS from Vendor 2 and in the noncognitive parameter if we wish that 100% of the students could score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test?
To predict the conditions that would enable 100% of the students in Class 2 who had used Vendor 2 s AI-ALS to score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test, hard evidence was set on it (by double-clicking on the High-level histogram bar in Bayesialab). The following counterfactually simulated results of the score-clusters were observed (see Figure 17 ): Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the aggregated Noncognitive factor, ideally 19.33% of the students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 2 should be at the so-called Low-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.74% as compared to the original 20.07% of the students who were at the Low-level); 49.21% should be at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 5.68% when compared to the original 54.89% of students who were at the Mid-level); and, 31.45% should be at the High-level (a higher difference of 6.41% as compared to the original 25.04% of students who were at the High-level). The counterfactual results suggest that, if the mid-level and high-level of noncognitive attributes (e.g., emotional intelligence to manage stress, interest in learning mathematics, motivation, level of engagement, etc.) could be increased, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Real Numbers, ideally 15.34% of the students should score at the Low-level (a slightly lower difference of 4.73% as compared to the original 20.07% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 42.13% of the students should score at the Mid-level (a slightly higher difference of 2.16% when compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 42.53% of the students should score at the High-level (a slightly higher difference of 2.56% as compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the High-level. The simulated counterfactual results for the topic of Real Numbers suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 2 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Linear Inequalities, ideally 50.03% of the students should score at the Low-level (an almost negligible higher difference of 0.11% as compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 22.78% of the students should score at the Mid-level (a slightly lower difference of 2.26% when compared to the original 25.04% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 27.19% of the students should score at the High-level (a slightly higher difference of 2.15% as compared to the original 25.04% of the students who scored at the High-level. The simulated counterfactual results for the topic suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 2 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Polynomials and Factoring, ideally 16.02% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 5.90% as compared to the original 10.12% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 45.19% should score at the Mid-level (a substantially lower difference of 9.70% when compared to the original 54.89% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 38.79% should score at the High-level (a slightly higher difference of 3.80% compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 2 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Linear Equations, ideally 49.21% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 5.68% when compared to the original 54.89% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 23.00% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 2.04% when compared to the original 25.04% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and 27.78% should score at the High-level (a higher difference of 7.71% when compared to the original 20.07% who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 2 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Functions and Lines, ideally 19.33% of the students should score at the Low-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.74% as compared to the original 20.07% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 46.55% should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 6.58% when compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 34.12% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 5.85% compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it more difficult for students in Class 2 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Exponents and Exponential Functions, ideally 46.62% should score at the Low-level (a slightly higher difference of 1.68% when compared to the original 44.94% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 45.28% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 4.64% as compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 8.10% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 2.96% compared to the original 5.14% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Arithmetic Readiness, ideally 0.17% should score at the Low-level (a difference of 0.00% as compared to the original 0.17% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 84.81% should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 5.04% compared to the original 79.77% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 15.01% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 5.06% compared to the original 20.07% who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly more difficult for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the topic of Quadratic Functions and Equations, ideally 26.77% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 3.25% when compared to the original 30.02% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 26.35% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 3.67% as compared to the original 30.02% who scored at the Mid-level); and, 46.88% should score at the High-level (a higher difference of 6.91% when compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 2 s AI-ALS could ideally make it easier for students in Class 2 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS by Vendor 2, in the average number of hours spent by each student, ideally 23.10% of the students should be at the Low-level (a lower difference of 1.94% as compared to the original 25.04% of the students who were at the Low-level); 22.94% should be at the Mid-level (a slightly lower difference of 2.10% when compared to the original 25.04% of the students who were at the Mid-level), and, 53.96% should be at the High-level (a slightly higher difference of 4.04% as compared to the original 49.92% who were at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if the students could spend more time learning mathematics within Vendor 2's AI-ALS, it could contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 2, in the percentage of the total number of topics that were mastered by the students, ideally 22.35% of the students should be at the Low-level (a slightly higher difference of 7.67% as compared to the original 30.02% of the students who were at the Low-level); 34.86% should be at the Mid-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.13% compared to the original 34.99% who were at the Mid-level); and, 42.79% should be at the High-level (a higher difference of 7.8% compared to the original 34.99% who were at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if the students could master a higher percentage of topics within Vendor 2 s AI-ALS, it could contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test.
Simulation of Hypothetical Scenario for Students Who had Used the AI-ALS from Vendor 3
This section presents a sample performance prediction report that could be shared with the educational stakeholders in School 3, so that they could consider having further discussions with their AI-ALS provider to fine-tune the system, e.g., by adjusting the level of difficulty of the questions that are being offered to their students to better correspond to their learning capabilities.
Hypothetical question: what are the conditions that are needed in the AI-ALS from Vendor 3 and in the noncognitive parameter if we wish that 100% of the students could score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test?
Here is an opportunity that the following analysis can be used as a starting point for discussions to foster strategic coordination between the educational stakeholders and Vendor 3 which provided the AI-ALS. As previously observed in Table 1 and Figure 15 , there was a decrease in the number of students who scored at the High-level of the marks in the paper-based post-test. Realistically, since the algorithm with which the AI-ALS from Vendor 3 interacts with the students cannot be changed much, if at all, the mathematics teacher would have to provide remediation for the students. The AI-ALS from Vendor 3 might not be a good choice in the selection for in-service deployment from the perspective of the policy makers and educational stakeholders, as it might be realistically impractical to ask Vendor 3 to change their proprietary algorithm to suit the students of Class 3. However, the simulated counterfactual results (see Figure 18 ) could still be used as a guide for remediation by the teacher to "level-up" the students in the mathematics topics that they might be weaker in. To predict the conditions that would enable 100% of the students in Class 3 who had used Vendor 3 s AI-ALS to score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test, hard evidence was set on it (by double-clicking on the High-level histogram bar in Bayesialab). The following counterfactually simulated results of score-clusters were observed (see Figure 18 ):
In the aggregated Noncognitive factor, ideally 33.01% of the students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 3 should be at the so-called Low-level (a slightly higher difference of 2.99% compared to the original 30.02% of the students who were at the Low-level); 14.76% should be at the Mid-level (a substantially lower difference of 15.26% as compared to the original 30.02% of students who were at the Mid-level); and, 50.23% should be at the High-level (a substantially higher difference of 10.26% as compared to the original 39.97% of students who were at the High-level). The results suggest that noncognitive factors of the students such as motivation, interest, attitude towards mathematics, etc. might need to be improved.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Real Numbers, ideally 46.44% of the students should score at the Low-level (a substantially higher difference of 16.42% when compared to the original 30.02% of the students who scored at the Low-level), 25 .29% of the students should score at the Mid-level (a substantially lower difference of 14.68% as compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Mid-level), and 28.27% of the students should score at the High-level (a slightly lower difference of 1.75% when compared to the original 30.02% of the students who scored at the High-level. The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly more difficult for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Linear Inequalities, ideally 18.66% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 6.38% when compared to the original 25.04% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 57.98% of the students should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 8.06% as compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 23.36% of the students should score at the High-level (a slightly lower difference of 9.74% as compared to the original 25.04% of the students who scored at the High-level. The simulated results suggest that, ideally, if Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could make it slightly more difficult for students to score at the High-level, but yet, not so difficult that students find it too challenging to score at the Mid-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Polynomials and Factoring, ideally 5.07% of the students should score at the Low-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.07% when compared to the original 5.14% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 37.45% should score at the Mid-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.04% as compared to the original 39.97% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 57.48% should score at the High-level (a slightly higher difference of 2.59% when compared to the original 54.89% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that Vendor 3 s AI-ALS might already be close to optimally adapting to the students in Class 3 in training them to score at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Linear Equations, ideally 51.35% of the students should score at the Low-level (a substantially higher difference of 16.36% when compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 43.39% should score at the Mid-level (a substantially lower difference of 11.5% when compared to the original 54.89% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 5.26% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 4.86% when compared to the original 10.12% scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that, if Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could ideally make it much more difficult for students to score at the High-level and at the Mid-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Functions and Lines, ideally 5.07% of the students should score at the Low-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.07% when compared to the original 5.14% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 29.82% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 5.17% as compared to the original 34.99% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 65.11% should score at the High-level (a higher difference of 5.24% compared to the original 59.87% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could ideally make it slightly easier for students in Class 3 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Exponents and Exponential Functions, ideally 51.95% should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 2.03% as compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 42.98% should score at the Mid-level (a lower difference of 6.94% when compared to the original 49.92% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 5.07% should score at the High-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.07% when compared to the original 5.14% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that Vendor 3 s AI-ALS might already be close to optimally adapting to the students in Class 3 in training them to score at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Arithmetic Readiness, ideally 23.17% should score at the Low-level (a slightly higher difference of 3.1% as compared to the original 20.07% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 51.80% should score at the Mid-level (a higher difference of 6.86% when compared to the original 44.94% of the students who scored at the Mid-level); and, 25.04% should score at the High-level (a lower difference of 9.95% as compared to the original 34.99% scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could ideally make it much more difficult for students to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS from Vendor 3, in the topic of Quadratic Functions and Equations, ideally 0.35% of the students should score at the Low-level (a lower difference of 4.79% as compared to the original 5.14% of the students who scored at the Low-level); 35.76% should score at the Mid-level (a substantially lower difference of 14.16% when compared to the original 49.92% who scored at the Mid-level); and, 63.89% should score at the High-level (a substantially higher difference of 18.95% as compared to the original 44.94% of the students who scored at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could ideally make it much easier for students in Class 3 to score at the High-level, it might contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level for this topic in the paper-based Post-test.
Within the AI-ALS by Vendor 3, in the average number of hours were spent by each student, 14.22% of the students should be at the Low-level (an almost negligible lower difference of 0.87% compared to the original 15.09% of the students who were at the Low-level), 51.52% should be at the Mid-level (a substantially higher difference of 11.55% as compared to the original 39.97% of the students who were at the Mid-level), and 34.26% should be at the High-level (a substantially lower difference of 10.68% compared to the original 44.94% who were at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that if students spend less time within Vendor 3 s AI-ALS, it could contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test. Perhaps, one way of interpreting this could be: spending less time within the Vendor 3's AI-ALS could help prevent diminishing marginal returns, as the students would not have to suffer from undue fatigue or stress.
In the percentage of the total number of topics that were mastered by the students in the AI-ALS by Vendor 3, ideally 43.48% of the students should be at the Low-level (a slightly lower difference of 3.51% as compared to the original 39.97% of the students who were at the Low-level); 23.14% should be at the Mid-level (a slightly higher difference of 3.07% when compared to the original 20.07% who were at the Mid-level); and 33.38% should be at the High-level (a lower difference of 6.59% as compared to the original 39.97% who were at the High-level). The simulated results suggest that mastering the topics at a slower pace within Vendor 3 s AI-ALS could contribute to their probability of scoring at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test. At first glance, this might seem counterintuitive. However, one way of interpreting this might be: a slower pace of mastering the mathematics topics could be more beneficial, as it could potentially contribute to a deeper level of understanding of the subject matter by the students.
Simulation of Hypothetical Scenario for Students Who had Used the AI-ALS from Vendor 4
This section presents a sample performance prediction report that could be shared with the educational stakeholders in School 4, so that they could consider having further discussions with their AI-ALS provider to fine-tune the system, e.g., by adjusting the level of difficulty of the questions that are being offered to their students to better correspond to their learning capabilities.
Hypothetical question: what are the conditions needed in the AI-ALS from Vendor 4 and in the noncognitive parameter if we wish that 100% of the students could score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test?
The following simulated counterfactual results for the conditions that would optimize the performance of students who had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 4 (see Figure 19 ) and Vendor 5 (see Figure 20 ) would only be presented in summarized graphical form due to space constraints for publication, since they also had positive gains in the High-level marks in the Post-test (as presented earlier in Table 1 and Figure 15 ), and they could be considered to be similar to the case in which the students had used the AI-ALS from Vendor 1 (see Section 5.1).
Overall, within the AI-ALS from Vendor 4, the simulated counterfactual results suggest that, in order to train them in score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test, the finer details of the predictions that recommend whether it should be made easier or more difficult in the various mathematics topics could be perused in Figure 19 . Figure 19 . Simulation of counterfactual results for 100% of the students who had used Vendor 4 s AI-ALS to score at the high-level in the post-test. Grey arrows recommended whether there should be an increase (pointing to the right), or a decrease (pointing to the left) in each respective mathematics topic's score-clusters for Low-, Mid-, and High-level.
Simulation of Hypothetical Scenario for Students Who had Used the AI-ALS from Vendor 5
This section presents a sample performance prediction report that could be shared with the educational stakeholders in School 5, so that they could consider having further discussions with their AI-ALS provider to fine-tune the system, e.g., by adjusting the level of difficulty of the questions that are being offered to their students to better correspond to their learning capabilities.
Hypothetical question: what are the conditions that are needed in the AI-ALS from Vendor 5 and in the noncognitive parameter if we wish that 100% of the students could score at the High-level in the Post-test?
Overall, within the AI-ALS from Vendor 5, the simulated counterfactual results suggest that, in order to train them in score at the High-level in the paper-based Post-test, the finer details of the predictions that recommend whether it should be made easier or more difficult for the various mathematics topics could be perused in Figure 20 . 
Evaluation of the Predictive Performance of the Bayesian Network Model
The predictive performance of a model could be evaluated by using measurement tools, such as the gains curve (see Figure 21 ), the lift curve (see Figure 22 ), and via cross-validation by bootstrapping to 100,000 samples (see Figure 23 ).
Gains Curve
In the Gains curve (see Figure 21 ), there were around 21% of participants with the target value >6 for the Post-test (yellow line intercepting with the % total axis). The blue diagonal line represented the gains curve of a pure random policy, which refers to prediction without this predictive model. The red lines represented the gains curve while using this predictive model, which was observed to be above the blue diagonal line. The Gini index of 12.73% and relative Gini index of 16.32% suggested that the gains of using this predictive model vis-à-vis not using it was acceptable. 
Lift Curve
The lift curve (see Figure 22 ) was built upon the results from the gains curve (see Figure 21 ). The value of the best lift around 21% was interpreted as the ratio between 100% and 2.07% (optimal policy divided by random policy). The lift decreased when more than 2.07% of the participants were considered and was close to 1 when all the participants were considered. The lift index of 1.1257 and relative lift index of 45.09% suggested that the performance of this predictive model was acceptable. 
Target Evaluation Cross-Validation by Statistical Bootstrapping of the Data 100,000 Times in Every Node
The purpose of this section is not to laud the effectiveness of the BN model that was used in the exemplars thus far, but to illustrate how the evaluation of the model can be done in Bayesialab. Therefore, the results will be honestly reported, regardless of whether it is good or bad. Bootstrapping to 100,000 times in every node would ensure that it is statistically sufficiently large enough for generating a parametric data distribution. As observed in the results that were generated by Bayesialab after performing bootstrapping 100,000 times on the data distribution of each node in the BN by using the Naïve Bayes algorithm, the Overall Precision was 65.8963%; the Mean Precision was 63.7718%; the Overall Reliability was 65.7522%; the Mean Reliability was 64.3817%; the Mean Gini Index was 55.1787%; the Mean Relative Gini Index was 69.9366%; the Mean Lift Index was 2.0297; the Mean Relative Lift Index was 79.6543%; the Mean ROC Index was 84.9939%; the Mean Calibration Index was 56.0688%; the Mean Binary Log-Loss was 0.3619; the Correlation Coefficient R was 0.5096; the Coefficient of Determination R2 was 0.2597; the RMSE was 1.3883; and, the NRSME was 19.8329%. These results suggested that the predictive performance of the BN model could be considered to be acceptable. Figure 23 presents a confusion matrix after bootstrapping the data 100,000 times in every node of the BN model. The confusion matrix provided additional information regarding the computational model's predictive performance. The leftmost column in the matrix contained the predicted values, while the actual values in the data were presented in the top row. The following three confusion matrix views would be available by clicking on the corresponding tabs. The Occurrences Matrix (see Figure 23 ) would indicate the number of cases for each combination of the predicted versus actual values. The diagonal shows the number of true positives. The Reliability Matrix (see Figure 24 ) would indicate the probability of the reliability of the prediction of a state in each cell. Reliability measures the overall consistency of a prediction. A prediction could be considered to be highly reliable if the computational model could produce similar results under consistent conditions. The Precision Matrix (see Figure 25 ) would indicate the probability of the precision of the prediction of a state in each cell. Precision is the measure of the overall accuracy which the computational model can correctly predict. 
Limitations of the Study
The exploratory nature of predictive analytics in this study using BN modeling renders the simulated counterfactual results suggestive, rather than conclusive. Further, it is only applicable to this BN model, which was generated from the current datasets. Therefore, caution must be exercised when interpreting the potential relationships between the variables (nodes) in the BN model.
The current study only utilized 100 students' data. However, the Bayesian approach that is delineated in the current paper could still be used as an alternative approach by educational stakeholders in small-scale pilot studies to independently explore the pedagogical motifs of any AI-ALS, in order to coordinate the analyses of datasets procured from the servers different AI-AL, and to strategically educe (draw out) the problem-solving abilities of the students.
The Bayesian network model that was used in the current study was based on the Naïve Bayes algorithm, as it is suitable for exploratory studies that do not assume relations between nodes to be causal in nature. As in any study that involves simulations, the results are dependent on the dataset that generated the computational model. Moreover, educational stakeholders and researchers should consider alternative models that could better depict the relations between the variables in the dataset.
Thus far, the tools for descriptive as well as predictive analytics, and the tools in Bayesialab that could be used for the evaluation of the predictive performance of the BN model have been clearly depicted. The limitations of the study have also been described. In the next section, the discussion and concluding remarks will be presented.
Discussion and Concluding Remarks
Strategic coordination between schools to analyze the AI-ALS that they are using could yield useful information for educational stakeholders. The current paper has put forth a Bayesian approach for educational stakeholders to independently explore the underlying pedagogical motifs of five different AI-ALS. Even in realistic school situations where the number of students in classes might be low, and even if there is no control group, the Bayesian implementation of Response Surface Methodology [66] [67] [68] [69] could still be used to keep individual parameters constant, whilst others could be changed to simulate different hypothetical scenarios. Specific examples have been provided to demonstrate how this AI-based Bayesian approach could be used to analyze the underlying pedagogical motifs of five AI-ALS that were used in five different schools. Potentially, these hypothetical scenarios with fully controllable parameters could be used to better inform educational stakeholders about the suitability of each AI-ALS for broader adoption after the pilot study.
Beyond the conventional observation of gains in the cognitive pre-test vis-à-vis post-test, this proposed Bayesian approach also generated hypothetical scenarios that might be of interest for noncognitive researchers to consider in future studies. The implication for education is that the AI-ALS should not be solely relied upon to improve the students' learning of mathematics; rather, the gaps in the learning of mathematical concepts that the AI-ALS could not bridge for the students should be addressed by their mathematics teachers. For example, if the student had scored low marks in the AI-ALS, but could surprisingly score high marks in the paper-based post-test, it might be due to the opportunities that were provided by the AI-ALS to the student to experience vicarious trial and error (VTE). Hence, active inference [36] could be successfully accomplished to solve similar problems in the paper-based post-test. Conversely, if the student could score high-level marks in the AI-ALS for a particular mathematics topic, but could not do so for the paper-based post-test, the teacher should intervene to find out why the student was unable to accomplish active inference from the concepts that were taught by the AI-ALS to the paper-based post-test.
The call by the Foresight Institute [30] and other researchers to study the machine behavior of artificial superintelligence has provided an inspirational impetus to embark on the research outlined in the current paper. To help the reader envision how explainable AI technology could be harnessed to better understand the computational results produced by artificial superintelligence, a human-centric analytical approach based on BN has been proffered. After discursive reasonings of the analytical results by the educational stakeholders, future-ready actionable advice could be engendered to assist teachers in bridging the gaps in the learning process for their students. With this approach, policy makers could also be better informed regarding the use of AI in education. Usage of explainable AI technology in this BN approach empowers us to gain insights from the past (via descriptive analytics of "what has happened"), enabling us to look beyond the horizon of the present, and peer into alternative variations of the future (via "what-if" predictive analytics of simulated hypothetical scenarios). While facing off a relentless T-800 in the movie Terminator, Sarah Connor defiantly seethed, "The future is not set." Knowing about the potential behavior of AI systems under various different conditions using this future-ready approach could also allow us to defy the odds, and turn them in our favor, regardless of which AI systems the schools choose to deploy. 
